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Blue Growth and Blue Economy

• In 2010 European Commission published a document Europe 2020 with 
three main goals: 

- sustainable, smart and inclusive growth. 

• Behind that concept is set an economic growth based on three 
foundations: 

- knowledge and innovation, 
- efficient and green and 
- high-employment. 

• These foundations are easily connected to Blue Growth and Blue Economy.



Marine Spatial Planning

• MSP is the process of analysing and organizing spatial and temporal human
activities in the marine domain to achieve economic, ecological and social
goals. MSP is crucial tool for sustainable seas and ocean governance.

• The first MSP publication was issued in 2003.

• The first international workshop on MSP was held in 2006.

• Research interest substantial grow on MSP in 2011 and continued to 
increase sharply through 2015. 



Research was done, 
keywords in 1323 
papers on MSP in 
scientific databases 
(WoSCC and Scopus).

(Chalastani et all. 2021)



Research topics
relation-clusters:
1 policy/management 
dimension (GIS only as
a tool)
2 human activity
3 spatial analysis of
biodiversity
4 marine renewable
energy
5 fisheries/climate
change
6 ecology/ecosystem
services
7 zoning/marine 
protected areas
8 exploitation
activities

(Chalastani et all. 2021)



Who is writing  
about MPS?

(Chalastani et all. 2021)



Engineers and geographers/planners and are 
underrepresented in the published literature on 
MSP.

(Chalastani et all. 2021)
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MSP and Blue 
Surveying: 
– no Marine 
Spatial Data 
Infrastructure 
and 
- no Marine 
Cadastre

Manually extracted surveying keywords in MSP papers
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MSP in MSDI and MC context

• One of the elements of effective MSP is that it should be place-based
or area-based. That is why more focus should be on coastal and
marine areas recording and that is not the case at the moment. The
more efficient MSP will be the one placed in MSDI and MC context.

• In marine zones, some conflicts occur. Most of them are user-user or
user-environment related. Yet, in the next few decades, with further
marine areas development, there will likely be new types of conflicts
that need to be dealt with.



Marine Spatial Data Infrastructure

198 papers

Country 
collaboration map



Marine Cadastre - the basic layer of MSDI

Only 27 papers, almost no collaboration

Keywords in papers on Marine Cadastre
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MSDI and MC in MSP sustainability context

• MC can be seen as a continuation of Land Cadastre or it can be seen as a layer of 
MSDI created for property rights, ownership, taxation and usages, or as a part of 
MSP, BE and BG supporting their advancement. 

• Some parts of the world giving the topic of technology and engineering of marine 
and maritime domain, in the context of sustainable development, proper 
attention. One can always learn from their experience and stronger cooperation 
can and should be established. Europe can improve on the same basis.

• Sustainability is of a great significant in today’s world. That is the reason why MSP, 
MSDI and MC should be properly organised in a framework of sustainable 
development.



Questions to be raised in Blue Surveying

How to increase
• standardisation 
• legislative 
• education,
• capacity building,
• visibility,
• dissemination,
• country collaboration, etc. 

• questions of jurisdiction on national levels, 

• question on connecting blue growth, blue 
economy and blue surveying,

• communication between developed and 
less developed MSDI and MC countries, 

• technical challenges on connecting Land 
Cadastre and MC,

• challenges on connecting national SDIs and 
MSDIs, etc.

Problems to be solved


